A model adequacy test should be carried out on the basis of accurate aprioristic ideas about a class of adequate models, as in solving of practical problems this class is final. In article, the quadratic sums entering into the equation of the dispersive analysis are considered and their independence is proved. Necessary and sufficient conditions of existence of adequate models are resulted. It is shown that the class of adequate models is infinite.
Introduction
The dispersive analysis is defined as the statistical method intended for estimation of influence of various factors on a result of experiment, so application area of this method becomes much wider. Unbiased estimate for unknown parameters is the sum of squares. The main idea of the dispersive analysis consists in splitting of this sum of squares of deviations into some components, each of which corresponds to the prospective reason of averages changing.
Let's consider decomposition of the residual sum of squares 0 1 Q Q Q   2 and we will prove independence of the summands Q 1 and Q 2 . Two theorems and four auxiliary lemmas will be necessary for the proof.
Preliminaries
Lemma 2.1. The rank of composition of two matrixes A and B is less or equal to minimal rank of matrixes A and B i.e. 
Auxiliary Theorems and Lemmas
We will assume that the space of values of random variables is split into finite r parts 1 , , n s s  without the general points, and let - On the basis of this theorem by the set significance value  we will find the number 
Using the formula 
Further, for any fixed , we will receive 1 , ,
, and from (2.5) follows that 
So, the square-law form  
is non-negative and also has a rank r -1, i.e. at , joint characteristic function of quantities 1 x x  aspires to the expression 
Noncentral χ 2 -Distribution
Let's consider that 1 2 -the independent random variables with normal distribution with an average , , , n y y y
The quantity u represents radius of a hypersphere in n-dimensional space [1, 4] .
Random variable distribution u depends only on parameters n and . Therefore it also names 
Main Results
For the proof of 1 Q and 2 independence we will result following auxiliary statements. , and on a lemma 2.1 it is received:
. As C -a matrix of the size , then . The lemma is proved. 
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